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Understanding the Threats to the Scalability of Experimental Results
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Policymakers often consider interventions at

As an example, consider Early Head Start
home visiting services, an early childhood
intervention

that

found

significant

the scale of the population, or some other

improvements in multiple child and parent

significant scale, and seek to ground their

outcomes (Paulsell et al 2010). However,

decisions in scientific research. In economics,

variation in quality of home visits was found

the tradition of scholarship informing policy

at larger scale, with home visits for ‘at risk’

decisions arguably goes back to the father of

families involving more distractions and less

modern economics, Adam Smith, whose most

time on child-focused activities, diminishing

celebrated treatise tackled the issue of how to

program effectiveness and increasing attrition

make people wealthier. Improving living

(Raikes et al., 2006, Roggman et al., 2008).

standards is now considered a core goal for

results is critical maintaining the faith of

governments.
Among the scholarly sources of information
about

the

Understand the scalability of experimental

potential

effects

of

such

policymakers and the general public in the
value of empirical research.

studies

This paper discusses several important

conducted at a significantly smaller scale,

threats to scalability. In a companion set of

such as programs designed to tackle health,

studies, we model the scaling problem (Al-

education, and employment issues. A common

Ubaydli et al., 2017a), and use that theory to

occurrence is for such research programs to

explore what lessons economists can learn

never be scaled, or when they are scaled the

from medicine (Al-Ubaydli et al., 2017b).

interventions

are

experimental

To characterize scalability and highlight

that are generally unknown, such as the

certain relevant threats, we divide the problem

proportion of associations being investigated

into three components, which we examine in

that are actually true. However, the authors

turn: a statistical procedure applied to the data

demonstrate, according to a wide range of

gathered, representativeness of the population,

plausible parameter values, two key insights.

and representativeness of the situation.

First,

even

after

an

initial

research

proclamation, the PSP can be quite low.
I. Statistical Inference and Scalability
Maniadis et al. (2014) present a simple

Implying that naïve scholars will be making
quite dramatic errors if they base important

model of the inferential problem faced by

decisions

upon

their

inferences—false

scholars interpreting initial findings in an area

positives are important, especially when the

of research where multiple researchers are

empirical results are deemed “surprising”.

working. Their key theoretical result focuses

Second, the PSP can be raised substantially

on the concept of a post-study probability

if the initial positive findings pass as little as

(PSP): the probability that a declaration of a

two independent replications. This is an

research

reaching

important insight, because in our experience

statistical significance, is true. This can be

many decision-makers in government and the

interpreted as the likelihood that a naïve

private sector wish to rush new insights into

scholar is ex post correct in taking an initial,

practice.

finding,

made

upon

significant finding at face value. The word

Continuing with the analogy to rational

“naïve” distinguishes the scholar from those

expectations, naïve scholars’ biases can be

deploying rational expectations.

exploited, just as governments can exploit

The authors find that the larger the number

agents deploying adaptive expectations to

of researchers investigating a relationship, the

force

unemployment

below

equilibrium.

smaller the PSP, implying that competition

Unscrupulous researchers might cherry pick

between independently operating research

certain results or data, or interpret ambiguous

teams will cause naïve scholars to commit

findings in favor of significant results, for

greater inferential errors when interpreting an

example by not sharing the results of initial

initial, statistically significant finding.

trials (Babcock and Lowenstein 1997).

Drawing further theoretical deductions from

Publication bias, often characterized by

the model requires knowledge of parameters

editors favoring studies that report significant

results, worsens these problems by providing

II. Population Representativeness and

researchers with an added incentive to conduct

Scalability

suspect inference (Young et al. 2008).
Naturally, the sort of naïve inference
modeled by Maniadis et al. (2014) constitutes
a significant threat to scalability, and one can
find examples across a wide variety of
disciplines, where false positives lead to vast
amounts of wasted public resources. One
example is mammograms, where in about 10
to 15 percent of the cases a false positive
results. Within academia, stereotype threat
appears to have risen to an unwarranted
prominent status (Fryer et al. 2008). Note that
this problem is related to, but distinct from the
classic multiple hypothesis testing problem.
Fortunately, unlike some of the other threats
to scalability, there are remedies to these
problems. In the case of the abstract
inferential problem considered by Maniadis et
al. (2014), there is the solution of replication
described above. There are also a wide variety
of best practices that should be adopted by
journal editors to combat publication bias,
such as guaranteeing journal space for
replication studies and for studies that yield
statistically insignificant results, as well as
requiring studies to be declared and registered
in advance of their execution as a way of
combating the selective presentation of results
(Young et al., 2008).

The extent to which the sample that
participates in a study is representative of the
broader population is a question that is
regularly posed by economists looking to
scale findings, whether the original study is
based on naturally-occurring data, field
experimental data, or laboratory experimental
data. In fact, there exists a lively debate over
the relative merits of the aforementioned data
types in forming the basis of more general
inference (Levitt and List 2007, Al-Ubaydli
and List 2015, Deaton and Cartwright 2016).
A less considered issue is the possibility that
experimental studies of all forms suffer from
inherent biases toward finding estimated
causal effects that shrink under scaling.
One common source of scaling bias is
adverse

heterogeneity,

participants’

attributes

whereby
make

the
them

systematically predisposed to exhibiting a
stronger relationship than in the population at
large. This sort of adverse heterogeneity bias
has multiple potential sources. In the case of
studies that involve informed consent, if the
proposed intervention is a desirable one, such
as a financial subsidy, or Head Start, then
those who stand to benefit the most will have
the biggest incentive to participate, while
those who are unaffected, or who might suffer,

will systematically opt out. A perusal of the

typically recruit college students making

sampled populations in medical trials provides

choices in a college classroom or lab.

an indication that this sort of effect extends
well beyond social programs.

In natural field experiments, fundingconstrained researchers will naturally favor

Beyond this, due to the prevalence of

the unique environments where people will

publication bias, researchers themselves have

most likely comply with the intervention, even

an incentive to seek participants who will

if such levels of compliance are atypically

yield the largest treatment effects. Acting on

high, yet still natural for the setting.

such an incentive might not even be

One manifestation of non-compliance is

conscious, and scholars may forgetfully or

non-random attrition, which can reinforce

otherwise omit to mention any implicit

scaling problems. This problem is particularly

grooming when picking participants. In other

acute when measuring longitudinal effects.

cases, scholars proclaim that they are using a

Non-compliance is an acute problem in

protocol or sampled population to give the

medicine, where clinical supervision is usually

theory or a program “its best chance to

higher during the study than can be expected

succeed” (Smith 1962).

under a larger rollout. Patients will typically

Returning

field

comply with treatments as prescribed in the

and

study, but will exhibit much lower levels of

generalizability, experimental studies are often

adherence to instructions when scaled. This

characterized by features of the environment

result even extends to professional subjects,

that promote unnaturally high levels of

such as studies of hand-washing and health

compliance,

specialists (Grol et al. 2003).

experiments,

to

the
lab

compared

literature

on

experiments,

to

the

general

population. This could be due to the fact that
studies attract compliant participants through

III. Representativeness of the Situation and
Scalability

selection procedures, that the researcher seeks
compliant people by design, or that the

Analogous

difficulties

arise

on

the

physical environment in which the study is

situational side of the equation. Most of the

conducted induces higher compliance.

experimental

Laboratory
measuring

experiments
short-run

in

economics

substitution

studies

published

in

the

economics literature are administered by the

effects

principal investigators, or their lieutenants,

include each of these three features, as they

such as graduate students. They have a strong

incentive to comply with whatever protocol

researchers are able to secure high quality

they are investigating, as they seek to

inputs for a relatively low cost—such as

maximize

their

bright, keen graduate students willing to

projected discoveries, as well as ensuring the

administer the experiment in exchange for a

highest possible level of replicability.

good recommendation letter.

the

scientific

value

of

When such insights are scaled up, however,

As

the

scale

increases,

professional

it is no longer practically possible for the

administrators must be hired. This will

principal investigators to maintain the role of

especially

chief administrator, often because the matter

measured in benefit-cost terms, where the cost

falls under the jurisdiction of much bigger

of provision enters negatively.

institutions. Moreover, even when overarching

undermine

treatment

effects

Problems stemming from inadvertently

control is retained, the primary researchers

chaotic

will surely have to rely on the administrative

protocol are compounded by those relating to

assistance of new people across differing

conflicts of interest, especially when rolling

locales. Many medical trials do not anticipate

out revolutionary ideas, as these often

such scaling problems (Bonell et al. 2006).

challenge the power and established practices

Each of these potential threats point to a
substantial diminution of control, less faithful

implementation

of

the

original

of incumbent organizations.
The above elevates the value of engaging

adherence to the original protocol, and,

stakeholders,

as

programs

with

therefore, smaller observed treatment effects.

community

For example, the 4Real Health teen pregnancy

communication with key stakeholders, and

prevention program paired with community-

sustainability planning are more likely to be

based organizations for implementation, but

sustained for two or more years beyond their

encountered barriers, such as inadequate

initial funding (Cooper et al., 2015).

coalition

greater

functions,

facilities, inconsistent classroom space, and

Interestingly, the literature has shown that if

insufficient hiring of health educators and

the original research study sheds light on the

administrative staff (Demby et al. 2014).

mechanism

underlying

a

causal

effect

To some extent, this aspect of the scaling

observed, fidelity to the original program is

problem reflects the increasing cost of moving

more likely (McCoy and Diana 2015), and the

up the supply curve. At the small scale

researcher’s ability to preemptively identify

associated with the original study, the

potential scaling issues is enhanced

will permit a step in the right direction to the

IV. Discussion

profession’s impact on society.
Speaking to policymakers has been a major
goal of economists for centuries. This requires
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